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Context: some policy questionsContext: some policy questions
Need for fiscal adjustment in times of crisis
Addressing incentives and political economyAddressing incentives and political economy

Rules and reality
Governance issuesGovernance issues
Minimum requirements for “rules based approaches”

A promising research and policy agendap g p y g
Do the international agencies have it right?
Focus on Mexico, Pakistan and drawing on work on China and 
I d iIndonesia
Implications for stability in currency unions



Context
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Context

S O M E  P O L I C Y  Q U E S T I O N S



Antecedents: tax policy designp y g

Research to operationalize optimal tax approaches to reform in the 
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Research to operationalize optimal tax approaches to reform in the 
1980s

Atkinson and Stiglitz; Atkinson (1987) in Newbery and Stern (1987) 
Interactions between taxes, importance of labour markets and migration; real , p g ;
world constraints

Atkinson-King-Stern: micro-simulation approaches to taxation, incentives and 
income distribution of income—facilitated by availability of FES data (time-series 
of cross sections with household observations))

Atkinson and Sutherland

Ahmad and Stern (Theory and Practice of Tax Ref0rms, CUP 
1991)—research in 1980s on India, Mexico, Pakistan and China

Economy-wide models, shadow-prices together with micro-simulations using 
detailed household level data 
CGE application corroboration (Bangladesh, World Bank 1989)
Limited justification for uniform tax structureLimited justification for uniform tax structure
But single instrument approach could generate unworkable policy design

Differentiated VAT in isolation? 
• Opens up game-play and vested interests (Pakistan)
Or singe rate VAT, plus excises, plus income taxes, plus social programs?
• Would generate different results with respect to single instruments



Why the focus on single instruments?y g
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Incremental approach: countries tended to focus on Incremental approach: countries tended to focus on 
specific instruments

Differentiation of tax structures
EU—old VAT model: exemptions and multiple rates
• Create problems for financial sector; administration
• Corrected in newer VATs (New Zealand, Australia)( , )

Pakistan, Mexico—differentiated VAT, exemptions for 
distributional purposes (1980s)
• Not clear that the exemptions provide adequate benefit to the poorp p q p
• Informality and vested interests

Incomplete instruments, informality, evasion and rent 
kiseeking
Can intuitions from tax-benefit models (Atkinson-Stern-King) help in 
policy assessments?



Incomplete tax instruments—political economyco p ete ta st u e ts po t ca eco o y

VAT reforms far from complete; was the problem a focus 
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VAT reforms far from complete; was the problem a focus 
on one instrument in isolation?

Exemptions and zero rating for distributional purposes in Pakistan p g p p
and Mexico

Constraints in moving forward, given the effectiveness of vested 
interests:

including between different levels of government (Mexico and 
China) 
interest groups (beneficiaries of exemptions and zero-rating)interest groups (beneficiaries of exemptions and zero rating)

Affecting tax revenue potential from the major taxes
Consequence: inappropriate financing alternatives

Reliance on “deficit financing” in Pakistan
Payroll taxes in Mexico for Oportunidades



Mexico Assessment
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Split bases for VAT and income taxSplit bases for VAT and income tax
REPECOS provides a convenient shelter from SAT audit, 

no incentive for states to chase (cost-benefit for the states;
Evidence: bunching at lower end—minimum required to keep SAT at 
bay
High degree of evasion (SAT assessment)
Likely also breach the no btb sale rule; providing convenient 
mechanism even for larger firms to “hide” production

Made worse by Maquiladores (see below)y q ( )
Dual VAT for the same good produce another incentive 
for large/formal sector firms to cheat
P i  d d ti  d ti  (  ) Progressive deductions and exemptions (e.g., cars) 
continue to nibble away at the Swiss cheese of tax base



Mexico: Incentives to cheat
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Source: Ahmad and Best, forthcoming



Maquiladora sink-holeq
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Sifting tax liability to maquiladora subsidiarySifting tax liability to maquiladora subsidiary
Carousel fraud
No longer needed:

2008-13 trade reforms with reductions in import tariffs and 
simplification
Wages generally competitive

dj  i  h  Adjustment in exchange rates
Ownership provisions are flexible
Exports zero-rated

Only lose revenues and create distortions
Safe-haven provisions halved by Presidential decree

minimal revenues generated and minimal revenues generated and 
hard to amend

Best to do away altogether



Maquiladora sink-holesq
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Source: Ahmad and Best, forthcoming



VAT
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Should be neutral to investors  butShould be neutral to investors, but
With the “holes”:

the chain is broken  the chain is broken, 
Information is not generated; and 
there is backward shifting and cascadingthere is backward shifting and cascading

Exacerbates the impact of income taxes on firms
Increases the incentives to cheatIncreases the incentives to cheat

Facilitated by the multiple rates for the same goods

C-efficiency of .25 well below levels for low income C efficiency of .25 well below levels for low income 
countries (.4) or Turkey .48
Additional sink-holes created by maquiladorasy q



CIT
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D d ti  d i l i i  h lDeductions and special provisions: holes

Maquiladoras

Difficulties in enforcement

2007 attempt to close “holes” by IETU7 p y



IETU
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S   i  l i  “h l ”  Some success in closing “holes”; 
0.5% of GDP for IETU

  % f GDP f  ISR0.o3  % of GDP for ISR

but need to examine the mechanisms under which this 
happens, happens, 

e.g., which deductions are being affected and 

what happens to efficiency?

Danger: new holes being created in IETU
Similar process as before, bargaining budget processp g g g p

Special interests (exemptions for cars)



i l li i d i hSocial policies and protcting the 
poorest
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poorest



Conditional cash transfers and financing optionsCo d t o a cas t a s e s a d a c g opt o s

Conditional cash transfers (CCTs) introduced to compensate 
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Conditional cash transfers (CCTs) introduced to compensate 
for  removal of generalized subsidies become “clientelistic”

Progresa/Oportunidades in Mexico
Model for the World Bank elsewhere
But accentuating informality (payroll financing, and “kink” because of high 
levels of benefits)

B i  I  S  P  i  P kiBenazir Income Support Program in Pakistan
Hard to put together an “asset test”
“political” aspects, party reelection

Good intentions, bad outcomes….[Levy]
Need to examine incentives for employers and workers to participate in 
the formal sector; and governments at different levels; g
Informality and evasion

Tax reform to improve financing options, incentives, growth 
potentialpotential



Reaching the poorest—intergovernmental aspects?Reaching the poorest intergovernmental aspects?

I  it  t  li  i ti  t th  l l l l?
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Is it necessary to align incentives at the local level?

Diversion of “earmarked” transfers?

  id di i  f  i  l i l l How to avoid diversion of resources in multi-level 
administrations?

R l  f   i  h i  i tiRole of own-source revenues in enhancing incentives

Role of untied/equalization transfers

Ability of lower levels (states in Mexico) to block tax Ability of lower levels (states in Mexico) to block tax 
reforms

Issues of gainers and losers and the structure of power in senate and g p
congress

Political economy assessment is critical in multi-level countries



Interactions may be importanty p

B t t  f  l  i  l ti  f “ i  
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But tax reform also requires evaluation of “gainers 
and compensation of losers”

L l  t th  i t t l l lLargely at the intergovernmental level

Mexico 
in the 1980s with the introduction of the VAT;  in the 1980s with the introduction of the VAT;  

and more recent experience with IETU (minimum income tax)

“Impossibility?” Of VAT reformsp y

China in 1990s, also with the introduction of the VAT
Facilitated by new transfer mechanism,  highlighting “maintaining 

h”   di ib igrowth” centers over redistribution

Need for second generation of tax reforms



Need for sustainable fiscal reforms

Sustainability in a broader political economy context  rather than just 
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Sustainability in a broader political economy context, rather than just 
technical Debt Sustainability Assessment models (on IMF and World Bank 
websites)
VAT is one of the main instruments to address fiscal adjustment—neutral 

  d ito exports and investment
Shifting from payroll taxes to VAT (“fiscal devaluation) could reduce costs for producers, 
exporters (part of the Troika prescription for Portugal)

But may also provide benefits to non-tradable sectors
May not be a substitute for downward wage adjustments, but are these politically feasible?
Could put additional pressures on retirees and unemployed, as benefits are cut

May be useful to retain close link between contributions and insurance-
type life cycle benefitstype life cycle benefits

Sustainability in life cycle context, linking benefits and contributions; 
Whereas social protection more  widely defined could be better financed from general 
revenues 

Would efficiency of VAT be enhanced by single rate linked with social Would efficiency of VAT be enhanced by single rate, linked with social 
safety net.
Growth enhancing effects of a better design of taxes and transfers



Joint consideration of revenues, incentives, 
distributional effects and administrationd st but o a e ects a d ad st at o
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Issues vis a vis tax policy designIssues vis a vis tax policy design
Single or multiple tax instruments?

Issues relating to social policy design
I i  Incentives: 

effective management; standardized information flows and governance issues
Increased general (CCT) benefits leading to “kinks”; high marginal tax rates at 
point of withdrawalpoint of withdrawal
Affecting incentives for labour market participation

Sub-national governments and overlapping and mixed responsibilities
Financing: incentives to greater marginalization; weaknesses in general Financing: incentives to greater marginalization; weaknesses in general 
revenues
Incomplete instruments
Is it possible to enhance efficiency, distributional outcomes and overall p y
growth?

Can social policy be used to facilitate tax reforms: compensate 
losers? 



Political economy and incentivesy
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U  i l li /t f  d i  t  t  Use social policy/transfer design to compensate 
“losers”

H h ldHouseholds

Levels of government (China 1994 reform; Mexico for IETU)

G t ffi i  d h i  t  fGet efficiency and revenue-enhancing tax reforms

Full information on transactions (above the line) and 
li bili i   d di d b iliabilities on standardized basis

Hard to do

l  d  i  l  i  i  Chi  d Incomplete agenda in several EU countries, Mexico, China and 
India



A research agendaA research agenda
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Some questions for theory and policyq y p y

What would be a “desirable” mix for commodity taxation 
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What would be a desirable  mix for commodity taxation 
in the presence of “effective” social programs?

Would this differ from the directions of reform suggested by 
applications of “optimal tax methods”?applications of optimal tax methods ?
What is the effect of “incomplete” tax instruments, rent seeking 
behavior, and extensive evasion on tax policy design?

Wh t i  f t  i t t  ld h  ffi i  What mix of tax instruments would enhance efficiency, 
and encourage growth?
Does regulation have an impact on overall policy design?g p p y g

Enhanced informality 

In multi-level countries, what is the role of own-source 
taxation at the margin in minimizing leakages?taxation at the margin in minimizing leakages?

Ensuring subnational accountability, more effective use of 
intergovernmental transfers and hard-budget constraints?



Interactions with social policyp y

C  i l li  t l  d t f  k  it i  t  
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Can social policy tools and transfers make it easier to 
compensate “losers” and sell tax reforms?

Political economy of maintaining “growth” versus “redistribution”Political economy of maintaining growth  versus redistribution

Can more effective tax structures remove distortions with 
design and financing of social policies?design and financing of social policies?

Removing kinks and high marginal tax rates
• Improve incentives for firms and workers

• Enhance growth prospects

• Improve distributional outcomes



Design of intergovernmental transfers?g g

T f  d i  ff t  i ti  t th  l l l l
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Transfer design affects incentives at the local level
Gap-filling “fiscal dentistry” is the worst…all responsibility 
moves to higher levelsmoves to higher levels

Can local governments be held accountable? Role of “yardstick 
competition?”p

Diversion of earmarked transfers, especially if there are no 
clear responsibilities and own-source revenues?

Can equalization transfers be treated as “lump-
sum”?

Importance of own-source revenues and interactions with 
transfer design



Sequencing and political economyq g p y

H  ld   bi ti  f li  
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How would one sequence combinations of policy 
reforms?

d li  d i l i  f i i  d Modeling and simulations of interactions and 
introduction of measures

Urgency and opportunity
Crisis provides and opportunity for a major reconsideration of 
iinstruments

Rather than a purely marginal approach based on the status-
quoquo



Some preliminary hypothesesp y yp
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Choices for firms: informal  formal  or combinations?Choices for firms: informal, formal, or combinations?
Minimize payroll and corporate income taxes, given the probability of detection
Probability of detection highest with simple VAT, minimal exemptions

Choices for workersChoices for workers
Formal sector partly a function of life cycle/insurance benefits; or higher 
informal wages together with access to social safety nets

Choices for governments:g
Balance between tax instruments
VAT: Removal of exemptions as important as single rate (efficiency and 
incentives to operate in the formal sector)
Design of social protection and social policiesDesign of social protection and social policies
Differentiate with respect to “social insurance”

If multilevel governments: then ensure that overall losses are 
minimizedminimized

Intergovernmental transfer design—incentive compatibility issues
Hard budget constraints at the sub-national level (or within states in a common 
market/currency union)



A reform package: Payroll taxes; VAT; CCTs and 
transferst a s e s
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Incentives for firms to evade payroll taxes  given probability of Incentives for firms to evade payroll taxes, given probability of 
detection
VAT with minimal exemptions/domestic zero rating provides 
full information on value addedfull information on value added

Increases the probability of detection
And incentive for formal sector participation
R lt b k  d  ith ti  d h l  i  th  t  tResult breaks down with exemptions and holes in the tax net
Single rate simplifies administration

Most efficient mechanism to raise revenues, with minimal 
di i h i d idistortions—growth inducing
Take care of distributional impact through CCTs (or 
preferable categorical transfers to minimize “clientelism”)p g )
Take care of intergovernmental/political economy issues 
through the transfer system



Data and method

U i  h h ld d fi l l i f ti  i   
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Using household and firm-level information in a 
consistent manner, even though policy tools and 
institutional structure may differinstitutional structure may differ

Splicing data sets

Building on the tax-benefit work from the 1980s, 
(Atkinson and Sutherland, 1988)

Ahmad and Best (2012) applications to Mexico, 
using tax data and economic census 



Concluding thoughtsg g
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Perhaps Vito Tanzi’s policy recommendation is right:Perhaps Vito Tanzi s policy recommendation is right:
Simple VAT, with very few exemptions
But only if addressed together with other tax instruments, linked to social 
policies

Well coordinated design of social protection instruments critical—
These should also be relatively straightforward to implement

e.g., categorical targeting, not complex asset and incomes tests
h i h ld id b fi l l i hInsurance mechanisms should provide benefits largely commensurate with 

contributions

Policy interactions need to be modeled in specific contexts
Given institutional  labour market and demographic differencesGiven institutional, labour market and demographic differences
Careful incorporation of political economy considerations

Standardized information flows for currency unions and overall 
sustainabilitysustainability
Crisis may help move the agenda from focus on individual 
instruments to combinations of policies


